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Will you find me...
Employee Safety Monitoring
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Comprehensive, Real-
time Safety Monitoring
Pin-point Emergency Response
Blackline’s Loner® employee safety monitoring solutions were built from 
the ground up for instant safety incident detection, real-time alerting, and  
pin-point emergency response.

Incorporating the latest wearable sensors, wireless communications, and 
location technologies, employee-worn Loner solutions enable organiza-
tions to remain virtually connected to each of their personnel.

Workplace injuries and physical threats are often top-of-mind within many 
industries, however with aging workforces, the risk of health incidents is 
becoming increasingly real. Additionally, many employee roles face risk 
related to interaction with the public.

Trust Blackline employee safety monitoring solutions to improve the out-
come of your employees who suffer an incident regardless of their location.

// VALUE

In just North America and Europe, there are an estimated 
53 million employees who work alone—Berg Insight

How do you ensure the ongoing safety of your team 
throughout the workday, no matter where they are?53M
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// INDUSTRIES

Works in over 200 countries 
Industry-leading Loner safety monitoring solutions from Blackline 
Safety not only operate in most countries worldwide—they op-
erate with one affordable service price-point in over 125 countries.200

Industries
Customizable solutions
The Blackline Loner family is designed to meet the requirements of every 
industry with scalable solutions that meet the needs of small business 
through to multi-national enterprises.

 � Oil & Gas

 � Industrial & Manufacturing

 � Engineering & Construction

 � Utilities & Public Works

 � Transportation & Logistics

 � Government

 � Private Business

 � Natural Resources

 � Healthcare

 � Retail
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// ALERT LIFECYCLE MANAGEMENT PROCESS

Alert Life-cycle 
Management
Alert. Locate. Respond.
Loner solutions not only indicate to the employee that his or her safety is 
being monitored but employers know which personnel are actively using 
their Loner device or smartphone app. The result is a transparent, fully ac-
countable system that eliminates complacency and false confidence issues.

All safety alerts, whether a real incident or a potential false alarm, are man-
aged according to a consistent and customizable safety protocol. For ac-
countability, all activities and timestamps are recorded including receipt of 
safety alerts, their acknowledgment, and all details related to alert manage-
ment and resolution. Monitoring personnel record notes that document 
their emergency response activities and communication with company 
personnel such as Managers and Team Leaders. When closed, each safety 
alert is resolved by the monitoring person as a false alert or real incident, 
with or without dispatch of emergency services. All data is available for 
reporting in order to understand the time to acknowledge alerts and the 
overall resolution times.

Safety alerts are communicated through email, text message, web appli-
cation and through software development interface. Safety alert man-
agement occurs within an employers Loner Portal user account or within 
central monitoring software via software integration.

Blackline Safety Operations Center 
Blackline offers organizations the benefit of dedicated central 
monitoring that places the responsibility of employee moni-
toring within a dedicated command center.24/7
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Loner SMD and Loner IS+
Loner SMD standard safety monitoring device
Loner® SMD is the second-generation of intelligent employee safe-
ty monitoring devices designed and manufactured by Blackline Safety. 
Incorporating leading-edge, patented technology, Loner SMD provides 
instant emergency alerting and real-time location information to signifi-
cantly improve an organization’s emergency response time—and make a 
difference.

The SureSafe™ power and monitoring indicator light provides confidence 
to the employee that his or he safety is being monitored from end to 
end—in real-time—by Blackline’s infrastructure.

True Fall Detection®, No-Motion (person-down) Detection, Employee 
Check-in, an Emergency Latch, and Silent Emergency Alert are all com-
bined in a single, easy-to-wear device. Loner SMD functions seamlessly, 
forming the most comprehensive and economical solution on the market.

Loner SMD is used across throughout many industries and is designed to 
meet strict IP 65 ingress protection against dust and water.

Loner IS+ intrinsically safe monitoring device
Loner® IS+ incorporates the same patented technologies as Blackline’s Loner 
SMD safety monitoring device. It is the first comprehensive, remote safe-
ty monitoring device that is intrinsically safe according to UL 913 Class I, 
Division 1, Groups A, B, C, and D plus Class II, Division 1, Groups E, F and G. It 
exceeds requirements for lone worker safety monitoring that is mandated in 
some regions of the world and is easy-to-use and deploy.

Loner IS+ incorporates the same feature-set as the Loner SMD including 
SureSafe, automatic and manual safety alerting, and ruggedized design.
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// URBAN EMPLOYEE SAFETY MONITORING

The Loner Portal dashboard – Live View tracking page in web browser

Loner IS+Loner SMD
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Loner Bridge System
Monitoring the safety of employees beyond the coverage of cellular net-
works has historically been a challenge. Blackline’s Loner Bridge System 
addresses this challenge in two parts—the Lone Bridge portable satellite 
and cellular base station, and the Loner 900 person-worn safety monitor-
ing device. Equipped with the Loner Bridge System, employees can rest 
assured that their safety is being monitored nearly anywhere on Earth.

Loner Bridge portable base station and vehicle tracking system
Blackline’s Loner Bridge portable base station maintains two-way com-
munication with Blackline’s monitoring infrastructure. It relays safety and 
location data between Loner 900 employee safety monitoring devices and 
monitoring personnel. An industrial-grade 900 MHz radio link connects 
up to ten Loner 900 devices to each Loner Bridge base station. This radio 
link allows an employee to operate with Loner 900 up to 2 km (real-world) 
away from a Loner Bridge base station. 

Loner Bridge Loner 900
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// REMOTE EMPLOYEE SAFETY MONITORING

Loner Bridge is portable and self-powered—it can be moved from a vehi-
cle to an ATV, boat, or even backpack in seconds. Further, Loner Bridge is 
itself a powerful vehicle tracking system, providing enhanced value to an 
employer’s operations.

Loner 900 intrinsically safety monitoring device
Loner 900 is the industry’s first comprehensive safety monitoring solution 
for remote employees.  It features the same confidence-inspiring SureSafe 
monitoring indication light and safety alerting features as Blackline’s Loner 
SMD and Loner IS+. Critically, its industry-leading 900 MHz radio link to 
Loner Bridge enables users to operate indoors up to 1 km away. This simply 
is not possible with other one-part satellite communications systems, in-
cluding satellite phones, that require a clear line of sight to satellites.

Loner 900 meets the harsh demands of industrial applications and is de-
signed to IP 65 ingress protection levels against dust and water. 
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Loner Mobile
Smartphone safety monitoring application
With the Loner® Mobile app for smartphones, your hand-held iPhone®, 
Android, or Blackberry® device becomes a convenient Blackline-powered 
employee safety monitoring system. Using your smartphone’s data con-
nection and internal location technology, Loner Mobile conveys the safety 
status of employees to monitoring personnel in real-time.

Loner Mobile remotely configurable and features an emergency slider con-
trol, virtual silent emergency button, periodic employee check-in request, 
and automatic location reporting while in alert. For hands-free distraction 
while driving, Loner Mobile can use GPS speed to automatically check in.

Loner Mobile is compliant to the British Standard 8484 and features re-
motely-initiated 2-way voice communication to monitoring personnel. 
Users can provide additional context to their environment or schedule by 
storing notes to aid monitoring personnel with management of a potential 
safety incident.

The Loner Mobile App on iPhone—also available on Blackberry and Android.
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// SMARTPHONE EMPLOYEE SAFETY MONITORING 

Loner Duo
Smartphone safety monitoring enhancement
All smartphone applications have the challenge of the user needing to 
have his or her smartphone in-hand, unlock the device, open the applica-
tion, and then interact with the user interface in order to request assistance. 

Loner Duo enhances the capability of Loner Mobile by providing the user 
with a physical emergency latch to request help. Loner Duo wirelessly trig-
gers a safety alert via Loner Mobile communications—even if the smart-
phone is not within hand’s reach. 

Featuring Bluetooth® wireless communication, Loner Duo pairs with 
a smartphone running the Loner Mobile application. It supplements 
Loner Mobile with features found within Blackline’s Loner SMD and Loner 
IS+ products including True Fall Detection®, No-Motion Detection, an 
Emergency Latch, and Silent Emergency Alert features.

Loner Portal – Alert Management page
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Loner Beacon
Precise indoor and outdoor positioning
GPS signals are often unavailable inside commercial 
or industrial buildings. Plus, they may be inaccurate 
around a facility, presenting a challenge when locating 
an employee in distress.

Blackline’s Loner Beacon product is simple, affordable, 
self-powered, and precise positioning technology that 
solves the challenge of precise positioning inside and 
nearby facilities.  They transmit a short-range signal 
(5–35 m) to employee-worn Loner devices. When 
within proximity of a Loner Beacon, the Loner device 
will communicate the beacon’s unique identifier to 
Blackline’s infrastructure.  

Monitoring personnel can map the employee’s precise 
location that includes a friendly description such as 
“Building 12, Floor 5, Room 5A.”  
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// PRECISE POSITIONING FOR WHERE GPS IS UNAVAILABLE

Leadership Through 
End-to-End Ownership
Custom safety monitoring solutions
Blackline GPS has complete technological ownership of its solutions, from 
end to end, enabling the company to deliver creative and compelling solu-
tions to meet the requirements of its diverse customer base.

Areas of Blackline’s unique capabilities, experience, and expertise include:

 � Data communication using GSM/GPRS and satellite communication

 � Location technology using GPS, cellular ID, and indoor location beacons

 � Short-range wireless communication including Bluetooth® and ANT wireless

 � Medium-range wireless communications using 900 MHz radio frequency

 � Motion and fall detection through accelerometer and gyro inertial sensors, 
and data processing

 � Proximity sensors using infrared emitters and detectors

 � Ruggedized & weatherproof mechanical and industrial design

Contact us 
Contact our sales team to receive more information about 
Blackline’s employee safety monitoring solutions. 

 +64-9-263-0700   sales@directsafety.co.nz
www.directsafety.co.nz
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...in time?
Respond in time with Blackline employee safety monitoring.
Alert. Locate. Respond.

www.blacklinesafety.com


